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New-generation instructable LLMs perform in some 
tasks at near-human level, if properly instructed

● Gilardi et al 2023, ChatGPT outperforms crowd workers for text-annotation tasks,
● Wu et al 2023, LLMs as Workers in Human-Computational Algorithms? Replicating 

Crowdsourcing Pipelines with LLMs 
● Ziems et al 2023, Can Large Language Models Transform Computational Social 

Science?

Performant zero-shot learning == on-demand 
text classification, annotation, etc.

Gap: framework to use all this 
annotated/analyzed data in?



But first, a word on LLMs are & are not
• Generative transformer-based LLMs are essentially very powerful 

autoregressive next-word-prediction machines (now marketed as "AI")

• Big enough RLHF-tuned LLMs can sort of "reason" (Kojima et al 2023, 

Webb et al. 2023),  not like humans but the emulation is close enough.

• Does it make sense to compare LLMs and humans? Yes and no.

• Constrained settings like performance/accuracy for a specific task: 
absolutely   (but note: no extrapolation to a larger populations)

• Comparison of "humans vs LLMs" etc on general, esp open-ended 
tasks with the aim to compare how they "differ" or who is better etc: 
valid cases for inference are extremely limited. Why?  :(

• Because (1)  LLMs are not humans; giving human & an LLM the 
"same instructions" does not make them automatically comparable 3



But first, a word on LLMs are & are not
• And  (2) any results of such comparison only limited to outputs 

of the exact instructions (input prompt)
• (but LLMs - remember, next word predictors - should not be 

used like humans anyway, nor are in actual practice; e.g. any 
stilistic, genre etc considerations need to be spelled out)

• To then blindly extrapolate and overgeneralize from such 
comparisons to human populations or to a given LLM or LLMs 
as such - runs risk of getting into bad science territory fast.

• Relatedly, any attempts to "detect" or "differentiate" 
LLM-supported writing from human writing, especially based on 
such results, is not only unscientific, but potentially harmful 
(esp in educational contexts; ask me why at the coffee break) 
and should be avoided at all costs. 4



Scheme:

Topic [politics, sport…]

Sentiment 
[critical, supportive, neutral]

(yes this is basically 
linguistic feature analysis!)

Units: 
sentences

Coding:

unit top sent

"This politician 
is a failure!"

pol crit

Quant/stats

e.g. a regression model, 
random forest, etc

   -> interpretation

This part can be done by either 
humans or machines!
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Coding scheme

Units

   Quantification
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A step back: but why this approach?
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Replacing some human coder/annotator/analyst functions 
would require machines that can perform (near)human 
level though. 

Are current LLMs good enough?
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Event cause detection from text: 88% accuracy
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Text and idea reuse detection (100% accuracy even after rephrasing 
+ distorting text + translating to another language!)
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Relevance detection, OCR cleaning
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Linguistic feature analysis
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Literary genre detection
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Social network inference from text
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Semantic change detection
SemEval training corpora, but instead of training, just pull random sentence pairs (up to 
30) for each target word, prompt GPT-4 to judge is target used in different, related, 
similar or same sense. Aggregate, rank, correlate rank to ground truth. In English gets to 
SotA on task 1, far surpasses both semeval and later LLM SotA on task 2.
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Automated novel word lexicography
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Why use this framework?
● The feature-analytic, mixed qual-quant approach combines best of both 

worlds: detailed deep qual analysis + rigorous quantification and 
uncertainty estimation. But it's is bottlenecked by the human analysis step.

● But the MAMM allows scaling up human expertise to any dataset size. 

● LLMs can also replace otherwise overly complex computational pipelines, 
being robust to variation and ocr distortions etc. E.g. topic models were 
never good for inference; predict theory-driven topics instead.

● Guardrails: evaluate machine error, incorporate error in stats estimates, 
follow open science practices whenever possible to facilitate replicability.
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Conclusions?
● Machines work well enough (already). Challenges, but not more so than in 

qualitative human analytics ("LLMs are black boxes"  -> well so are humans)

● Value of pure qual research in empirical domains will soon be… 
questionable. Methods like discourse & content analysis can be retired.

● But, importantly: not a proposal to replace human experts, a proposal to 
augment them + allow expertise scaling to big data

● Future speculation: every lab will have their "inhouse LLM" assistant

● (...but also it will be harder and harder for small labs and unis to compete)

                    Thanks!                                            Andres Karjus  | andreskarjus.github.io 
andreskarjus @ twitter/x, mastodon, bluesky, linkedin24
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